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Abstract. Web service tags, terms annotated by users to describe the
functionality or other aspects of Web services, are being treated as collective user knowledge for Web service mining. However, the tags associated with a Web service generally are listed in a random order or
chronological order without considering the relevance information, which
limits the eﬀectiveness of tagging data. In this paper, we propose a
novel tag ranking approach to automatically rank tags according to their
relevance to the target Web service. In particular, service-tag network
information is utilized to compute the relevance scores of tags by employing HITS model. Furthermore, we apply tag ranking approach in
Web service clustering. Comprehensive experiments based on 15,968 real
Web services demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed tag ranking
approach.

1

Introduction

Web service1 has become an important paradigm for developing Web applications. Especially the emergence of cloud infrastructure oﬀers a powerful and
economical platform to greatly facilitate the development and deployment of a
large number of Web services [13]. Based on the most recent statistics2 , there are
28,593 Web services being provided by 7,728 distinct providers over the world
and these numbers keep increasing in a fast rate.
WSDL (Web Service Description Language) document and extra description
given by service providers are two major kinds of data to be utilized for Web
services mining [8]. Despite the abundance of extra service description for most
current Web services, limited semantic information can be obtained from the
XML-based description document, i.e., WSDL document. The fast growing number and limited semantic information of Web services pose signiﬁcant challenges
to Web service mining, e.g., Web service clustering, Web service searching, etc.
1
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In this paper, we focus on non-semantic Web services. Non-semantic Web services
are described by WSDL documents while semantic Web services use Web ontology
languages (OWL-S) or Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO) as a description
language. Non-semantic Web services are widely supported by both the industry and
development tools.
http://webservices.seekda.com
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In recent years, tagging, the act of adding keywords (tags) to objects, has
become a popular mean to annotate various Web resources, e.g., Web page
bookmarks, online documents, and multimedia objects. Tags provide meaningful descriptions of objects, and allow users to organize and index their contents.
Tagging data was proved to be very useful in many domains such as multimedia,
information retrieval, data mining, and so on [1][12]. In Web service domain,
some Web service search engines, such as SeekDa!, also allow users to annotate
tags to Web services. Recently, Web service tags are being treated as collective
user knowledge for Web service mining, and attract a lot of attention. Some
research work have been conducted to employ tagging data for Web service
clustering[6], Web service discovery[3][9], Web service composition [5], etc.

Fig. 1. Two exemplary Web services from SeekDa!

However, existing studies reveal that many tags provided by SNS (Social
Network System) users are imprecise and there are only around 50% tags actually
related to the target object [10]. Furthermore, the relevance levels of tags can’t be
distinguished from current tag list, where tags are just listed in a random order
or chronological order without considering the relevance information. Figure 1
shows two exemplary Web services3 from SeekDa! and their tags annotated by
users. Take the USWeather Web service as an example, its most relevant tag, i.e.,
“weather”, can not be discovered from the order of tag list directly. Similarly,
the most relevant tag to XigniteQuotes Web service is “stock quote”, while its
position in the tag list is the 7th . Furthermore, there are some imprecise tags
annotated to Web services, such as “unknown”,“format”, etc.
Relevance-independent tag list and imprecise tags limit the eﬀectiveness of
tags in Web service mining, or even produce negative eﬀects. In this paper,
we propose a novel tag ranking approach named WSTRank, to automatically
rank tags according to their relevance to the target Web service. In WSTRank,
3

http://webservices.seekda.com/providers/webservicex.net/USWeather
http://webservices.seekda.com/providers/xignite.com/XigniteQuotes
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we employ HITS [11] model to obtain the relevance score of tag based on a
service-tag network.
To demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of tag ranking approach for Web service mining, we apply WSTRank into one classical application, i.e., Web service clustering, which is usually used to cluster the Web services with the same or similar
functionality to handle the low recall of Web services search.
In particular, the main contribution of this paper can be summarized as
follows:
1. This paper identiﬁes the critical problem of tag ranking for Web service
mining and proposes a hybrid approach named WSTRank to rank tags of
Web services. To the best of our knowledge, WSTRank is the ﬁrst tag ranking
approach for Web services.
2. Extensive real-world experiments are conducted to study the tag ranking
performance of WSTRank. The experimental results demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of WSTRank. Further, we evaluate the impact of tag ranking to
Web service clustering.
3. We publicly release our Web service tag dataset to promote future research,
which includes 15,968 real-world Web services and their tags. The released
dataset makes our experiment reproducible.

2

Web Service Tag Ranking

In this section, we introduce the computation of HITS based tag authority, which
is treated as the relevance score of tag. Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS)
(also known as hubs and authorities) is a link analysis algorithm that rates
Web pages, developed by Jon Kleinberg. It is a precursor to PageRank. The
idea behind Hubs and Authorities stemmed from a particular insight into the
creation of Web pages when the Internet was originally forming. In this section,
we propose to obtain the authority of tag in the service-tag network, which could
reﬂect the importance of tag. In the following, we ﬁrst introduce how to build the
service-tag network, and then present a HITS-based algorithm for tag authority
computation.
2.1

Service-Tag Network Building

Service-tag network can be modeled as a weighted directed graph G, where node
si means a service and node ti means a tag. For each node in G, it has two values,
i.e., hub and authority. There are three kinds of directed edges in G:
1. Edge from service node to tag node. Given a service s1 annotated with three
tags t1 , t2 , and t3 , then there is a directed edge from s1 to t1 , t2 , and t3 ,
respectively. In particular, the weight of this kind of edge is 1.
2. Edge from service node to service node. Given two services s1 and s2 , if there
is one or more than one common tags annotated to these two services, we
create one directed edge from s1 to s2 and one directed edge from s2 to s1 .
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These two edges have 
the same weight, which is depended on the common
t
t
tags, i.e., weight = tss1  tss2 , where ts1 and ts2 mean the set of tags annotated
1
2
to s1 and s2 , respectively.
3. Edge from tag node to tag node. Given two tags t1 and t2 , and these two
tags are annotated to one or more than one services. Similarly, we create one
directed edge from t1 to t2 and one directed edge from t2 to t1 . The weight

s
s
of edge is also depended on the common services, i.e., weight = stt1  stt2 ,
1
2
where st1 and st2 mean the set of services contain t1 and t2 , respectively.
In this way, we obtain the service-tag network by building a weighted directed
graph.
2.2

Tag Authority Computation

HITS based algorithm is a kind of iterative algorithm. We consider two types of
updates as follows:
– Authority Update. For each node p in G, we update the authority of node
p to be:
n

Auth(p) =
Hub(pi ) × w(pi , p),
(1)
i=1

where pi (i = 1, . . . , n) means the node that points to p, and w(pi , p) is the
weight of edge from pi to p. That is, the authority of node p is the sum of
all the weighted hub values of nodes that point to p.
– Hub Update. For each node p in G, we update the hub value of p to be:
Hub(p) =

n


Auth(pi ) × w(p, pi ),

(2)

i=1

where pi (i = 1, . . . , n) means the node that p points to, and w(p, pi ) means
the weight of edge from p to pi .
Algorithm 1 shows the detailed HITS based computation process. As the initialization, we set the authority value and hub value of each node in G as 1 (line
1-3). K in line 4 means the number of iterations. Empirically, we set K = 50
in the experiments. The parameter norm is used for normalization, and is initialized as 0 (line 5). According to the Authority Update rule, we compute the
authorities of all nodes in G, and then normalize them by using parameter norm
(line 6-16). Similarly, hub values of nodes can be computed by employing Hub
Authority rule (line 18-29). After K iterations, we return the authorities of all
tag nodes (line 30-32).

3

Experiment

In this section, we ﬁrst give a brief description of dataset and experiment setup,
and then compare the performance of diﬀerent tag ranking approaches in terms
of NDCG.
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Algorithm 1. Tag Authority Computation Algorithm
Input: G:service-tag network; K: number of iterations
Output: Auth(t): authority of tag node
1: for all node p in G do
2:
Auth(p)=1,Hub(p)=1
3: end for
4: for iteration from 1 to K do do
5:
norm=0
6:
for all node p in G do
7:
Auth(p)=0
8:
for all node pi which points to p do
9:
Auth(p)+=Hub(pi) ×weight(pi , p)
10:
end for
11:
norm+=square(Auth(p))
12:
end for
13:
norm=sqrt(norm)
14:
for all node p in G do
15:
Auth(p)=Auth(p)/norm
16:
end for
17:
norm=0
18:
for all node p in G do
19:
Hub(p)=0
20:
for all node pi that p points to do
21:
Hub(p)+=Auth(pi) ×weight(p, pi )
22:
end for
23:
norm+=square(Hub(p))
24:
end for
25:
norm=sqrt(norm)
26:
for all node p in G do
27:
Hub(p)=Hub(p)/norm
28:
end for
29: end for
30: for all tag node t in G do
31:
return Auth(t)
32: end for

3.1

Dataset Description and Experiment Setup

To evaluate the performance of WSTRank, we employ the dataset consists of
15,968 real Web services crawled form the Web service search engine Seekda!.
For each Web service, we can obtain the information of service name, WSDL
document, tags, availability, and the name of service provider.
For each service, each of its tags is labeled as one of the ﬁve levels: Most Relevant (score 5), Relevant (score 4), Partially Relevant (score 3), Weakly Relevant
(score 2), and Irrelevant (score 1). As the manual creation of ground truth costs
a lot of work, we select 98 Web services from the dataset and distinguish the
following categories: “Email”, “Stock”, “Tourism”, “Weather”, “Calculation”,
and “Linguistics”. Speciﬁcally, There are 11 Web services in “Email”category,
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18 Web services in “Stock”category, 20 Web services in “Tourism”category, 14
Web services in “Weather”category, 18 Web services in “Calculation”category,
and 17 Web services in “Linguistics”category. Due to the space limitation, we
don’t shows the detailed information of these Web services.
It should be noted that all experiments are implemented with JDK 1.6.0-21,
Eclipse 3.6.0. They are conducted on a Dell Inspire R13 machine with an 2.27
GHZ Intel Core I5 CPU and 6GB RAM, running Windows7 OS.
3.2

Performance Evaluation of Tag Ranking

To study the performance of tag ranking, we ﬁrst compute the NDCG vaule
of Baseline (i.e., original tag lists), and then compare the performance of the
following approache:
– WSTRank. In this approach, linking relationship in the service-tag network
is employed to rank tags. In this experiment, we choose HITS model to
represent the linking relationship.
To evaluate the performance of Web service tag ranking, we employ the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [2] metric, which is widely accepted
as the metric for ranking evaluation in information retrieval. Table 1 and Table
2 show the ranking performance of above 4 approaches, respectively employing
NDCG@3 and NDCG@5 as the evaluation metric. NDCG@k indicates that only
the ranking accuracy of the top-k tags is investigated. Given one category of
Web services, we compute the NDCG@k value of each Web service, and set the
average value as the NDCG@k value of this category. For each column in the
Tables, we have highlighted the best performer among all approaches. The values shown in the bottom row are the performance improvements achieved by the
best methods over the Baseline.
Table 1. NDCG@3 performance of tag ranking
Method Tourism
Baseline
0.756
WSTRank 0.797
5.42%

Weather
0.862
0.917
6.38%

Calcu
0.602
0.962
59.8%

Lingu
0.621
0.771
24.15%

Stock
0.806
0.935
16.00%

Email
0.869
0.911
4.83%

Average
0.753
0.882
17.1%

Table 2. NDCG@5 performance of tag ranking
Method Tourism
Baseline
0.714
WSTRank 0.781
9.38%

Weather
0.892
0.855
-4.32%

Calcu
0.709
0.917
29.34%

Lingu
0.787
0.788
0.13%

Stock
0.877
0.862
-1.74%

Email
0.901
0.874
-3.09%

Average
0.813
0.846
4.06%
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From above two Tables, it can be observed that our proposed WSTRank approach largely improves the accuracy of tag ranking. Compared with the Baseline, the improvement brought by WSTRank achieves 59.8% at the highest point,
and achieves -4.32% in the worst case. In addition, we can also ﬁnd that the improvement caused by WSTRank always decreases when the value of k increases
from 3 to 5.

4

Related Work

With the popularity of SNS, tagging data, which is annotated by users and
provides meaningful descriptions, is widely employed in many research domains
such as mutlimedia, information retrieval, data mining, etc [1]. Recently, tagging data oriented technologies are also employed in service oriented computing.
Eric et al. propose a folksonomy-based model for Web service discovery and
automatic composition, in which tags are utilized as semantic information [5].
In our premise work, we utilize both WSDL documents and tags to cluster
Web services, based on the notion that combining users’ knowledge and service
providers’ knowledge [6]. Tagging data is also employed in Web service discovery
[7]. To handle the problem of limited tags, Zeina et al. propose to employ machine
learning technology and WordNet synsets to automatically annotate tags to Web
services [4].

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose to rank Web service tags to facilitate Web service
mining. In our proposed WSTRank approach, we utilize the linking relationships
in service-tag network to obtain the relevance scores of tags. In particular, HITS
model is employed to compute the authority of tag in service-tag network. The
experimental results based on real Web services demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of
WSTRank approach.
In our future work, we plan to expand the scale of tag dataset by inviting
volunteers and employing automated tagging approaches. Moreover, WSTRank
will be applied in applications of Web service mining, e.g., Web service clustering,
Web service search and Web service recommendation, to verify the eﬀectiveness
of tag ranking in Web service mining.
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